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stroke both the teachers’ and the parents’ authority, replacing it with the rule of
public opinion among children who have neither the ability nor the right to es-
tablish a public opinion of their own.

Because the many different factors involved in public education can quickly be
set to work at cross purposes, government intervention, even at its best, will
always be rather controversial. Hence it seems highly questionable whether it was
wise to begin enforcement of civil rights in a domain where no basic human and
no basic political right is at stake, and where other rights—social and private—
whose protection is no less vital, can so easily be hurt.

Black Men–White Women:
A Philosophical View*

WILLIAM H. T URNER

Any student familiar with the literature on Black and white sexual relations and
intermarriage knows that such offerings have been couched in one or a coupling
of the following theses: (1) that sexual freedom and racial intermarriage is for
whites the most important aspect of the Black-white caste system; and conversely,
for Blacks such matters were of least importance among the various forms of
discrimination they had to suffer (Myrdal, 1944); or (2) that the ‘‘sanctity’’ of the
white woman and the savage ‘‘sexuality’’ of the Black man made them both the
envied ones of the universe (Hernton, 1965). More recently though, a new di-
mension of the Black male–white female relationship has come to the attention of
social scientists. That aspect concerns the political ramifications of such racial/
sexual ‘‘freedom’’ in the wake of the so-called Black revolution in America. This
paper focuses on the latter theme; that is, in spite of the classical offerings of
Myrdal and Hernton, and void of the common stereotypes about the sexual po-
tency of Black men and the omnipresence of the white woman as a sex symbol,
what are some other questions we might raise, which, when clarified, might more
profitably help us in understanding the present-day status of such relationships?
Among these questions are: (1) What are some of the basic assumptions regarding
Black male-white female relationships? (2) In what ways have the assumptions
changed over the past few years? (3) Have the social responses (rejections) to
Black male-white female relations become biological? and (4) What are the pros-
pects of such relationships in light of the liberation struggle?

Relative to some prior points in the history of Blacks in America, things have
improved. The overall climate in this country is, at the present time, such that
Blacks can feel relatively free to do whatever they choose. Consequently, a lot of
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Black men have chosen to mingle with and/ or marry white women. But, since
Black male–white female relationships (at whatever level) cannot exist in a vac-
uum, certain perceptions and definitions are made of that situation. Assumption
one: Black men dating/ married to white women are perceived by other members
of society (especially other Blacks) as doing ‘‘it’’ at the expense of some other
potential mate—his own Black woman. A complementary assumption: white
women who engage themselves with Black men are either constitutionally defi-
cient, morally permissive, or simply sexual freaks acting as though the ‘‘myth’’ of
Black male sexuality were real.

Such assumptions, which do not pretend to cover the range of things, become
exacerbated in the contemporary scheme of sexual politics in America. Politically,
one might assume that Black men are presently more enfranchised as ‘‘men’’;
thusly, it should follow that Black men need not masque their manliness in sexual
acts which compensate for political and social inequity (Clark, 1965). That is,
Black men ‘‘ought’’ now begin to crystallize their role as fathers, male images,
providers, etc., and be about the busy work of stabilizing their Black families.
This does not exclude Black men who are single or those who are married already
to white women; for they too, as long as they associate with white women, are
presumably potential heads of Black families. The fact is that where Black men
interact more frequently with white females, the likelihood is greater that such
Black men are themselves more educated, have higher incomes, and are (osten-
sibly) the prototypes of Black manhood most capable of bringing the Black family
out of the welfare syndrome (Staples, 1966:48). In short, the Black male is the
bulwark and cornerstone of a revolutionary mass; and consequently, Black male
interaction with white females is defined as politically and socially contradictory.
Moreover, the Black man who mingles with white women, prima facie, implies
his vote of ‘‘no confidence’’ and non-participation in the plight of Black people.
Summarily, as Black poet Don L. Lee puts it: ‘‘You can’t talk Black and sleep
white’’ (1968).

It would seem then that Black men who date or marry white women and who
want to avoid the kinds of dilemmas discussed above need only to disengage (and
perhaps vocally declare) their non-participation in the so-called ‘‘movement.’’ The
‘‘talk Black–sleep white’’ dilemma appears to exclude from criticism that Black
man who simply ‘‘sleeps quietly.’’ But, since such relationships do not exist in
social vacuums, and since Blacks are perceived of and defined as a group (and
not as individuals with free choice) then the Black man who simply sleeps and
wants to be left alone with his own mate-choice is not above these considerations.
He too, no matter how clandestine his relationship with a white woman, is caught
in the same fundamental contradiction. What are the bases of that contradiction?

The response to a Black man and a white woman in America was a social
response. In fact, the situation was defined socially. After hundreds of years in
which the image of one has been positively nurtured and that of the other having
been deprecated, the response itself has transcended mere social definitions. A
dialectic has evolved. And in such a dialectic, Black male–white female relation-
ships become essential biological contradictions rather than manifestations of a
social contradiction. The essence of that dialectic is Euro-American thinking and
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its philosophical system which regards all things as forever isolated from one
another and as forever changeless (Tse Tung, 1960:3). Under such an ideological
system, it is no wonder that the Black male–white female relationship has become
regarded as fundamentally absurd and self-negating. As such, Black men–white
women, just like other ‘‘inherent contradictions,’’ are defined in light of a vulgar
onesideness: an Either/ Or kind of antagonism (Dixon and Foster, 1970). Such
Euro-American emphasis on Either/ Or world views allows for the following kind
of thinking: It is raining or it is not raining; things are beautiful or they are not
beautiful; people are Black or they are non-Black; people are white or non-white;
and, reductio ad absurdum, Black men love Black women or they love white women.
The affirmation of the one reflects the negation of the other. And, since we are
examining the political ramifications of such affirmations, it follows that the af-
firmation of the woman also reflects the affirmation of the race (the opposing
values), ‘‘. . . to caress white breasts is to hold white civilization in the palms of
(Black) hands’’ (Fanon, 1967:166). In this scheme of things, to date or marry
white women becomes for Black men a negation and contradiction of the Black
race and the attendant revolutionary value system.

For white females though, such an analysis only skirts her aggressiveness. The
onus is always on the Black male. The burden of the myth has depended most
often on his sexual prowess as proof of his basic manhood (masculinity). Sexism,
in this sense, comes to play. The manhood of Black males has been socially and
legally blocked because the dominant culture (and its system of rewards and sym-
bols) kept such ‘‘criteria’’ for manhood as the exclusive domain of white men
(Frazier, 1939). At the present time though, the very Black men who are by-and-
large ‘‘more’’ rewarded by culturally sanctioned symbols of manhood and mas-
culinity are the very ones blamed for using the ‘‘white woman avenue’’ as proof
of their manhood. In this sense, the white woman has outlived her usefulness as
a way of proving one’s manhood. This suggests that the very Blacks (e.g., white-
collar workers, professionals, politicians, the liberal-urbane, athletes, and the mil-
itant revolutionist) who are able to compete for their ‘‘manhood’’ with white men
are revitalizing the sole avenue (sexual prowess) on which they, presumably, out-
distance white men.

A further dimension of this metaphysical view has been discussed by Frantz
Fanon (1967). Fanon studied the phenomenology of Black male–white female
relationships and he considered the basic constituent of those affairs as ‘‘Negro-
phobia.’’ For him, the response to such relationships by society has transcended
the social; it has become biological:

This phobia is to be found on an instinctual biological level. At the extreme . . .
the Negro, because of his body, impedes the closing of the postural schema of
the white man—at the point, naturally, at which the Black man makes his entry
into the phenomenal world of the white man.

If we extend Fanon’s position, Black men then are phenomenologically ‘‘outside’’
the white man’s world until the point of his physical entry. It can be seen then
that relations with his white women become instinctually as well as culturally
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contradictory. If one understands the universality of this contradiction, the
present-day reaction against Black men and white women becomes an unconscious
and quasi-biological reaction. The white male (society) cannot deal with the very
sexual Frankenstein (Black man) whom he created himself! Such mythology re-
sults from a complementary aspect of Euro-America’s world view, i.e., the phys-
ical versus the intellectual.

The white man is perceived as the intellectual development, the Black man
(because of his history) is perceived as the physical development. In spite of the
accomplishments and intellectual development (enfranchisement) of Black men,
the world outlook relating to them remains biological. That is, Black men do not
become more intellectually developed, they become ‘‘less’’ physical. Moreover,
America’s view of the Black man’s change holds that such a change does not
result from ‘‘things’’ inside the Black man; rather it holds that Black men have
changed only as they are propelled by ‘‘things’’ external to them—the white world
(white men). Such absoluteness has decreed in America between Blacks and whites
a dichotomy on physical and intellectual attributes. Cleaver has aptly called this
matter as it relates to Black and white men the Supermasculine Menial and the
Omnipotent Administrator (Cleaver, 1968).

The considerations offered above touch upon many aspects of a situation. Other
contributors to this manuscript have dealt with specific parameters of this ques-
tion. The major question here has been the political ramifications of Black male–
white female relationships. In an effort to raise the political consciousness of ALL
Black people, every act becomes political. Then too, in a situation where the
revolutionary lines are not clear-cut, nothing is counter-revolutionary. That is,
unless we can presume that Black men’s consciousness (as Black people) is re-
structured by virtue of this sexual engagement, then the action is meaningless in
a political sense. Society will continue then to assume that Black men interact
with white women as though it were a conscious decision, i.e., at the expense of
Black mates. Secondly, those assumptions will not change appreciably. The po-
larization between Black and white people will widen causing the reaction to such
relationships to become more biologically entrenched; and lastly, the political lib-
eration of Black people will rule out Black men who choose to remain ‘‘individ-
uals’’ in a situation that calls for ‘‘we-ness.’’
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Reflecting the Changing Face of America:
Multiracials, Racial Classification,
and American Intermarriage*

JOEL PERLMANN

If a child has a white mother and a black father, the child is racially . . . what?
Presently, on the census form individuals are allowed to declare origins in one
race only, and so multiracials must choose one race from the available list or
classify themselves as ‘‘other.’’ Deciding how the next census should handle the
multiracial child is a hot topic now; the directions on how to count are being
reconsidered. At issue is more than how just the Census Bureau counts racial
origin; every government agency that counts races does so in roughly the same
way. The current directions for counting races are found in Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) Directive 15; decisions on if and how to change the directive
can’t be put off for long because the census forms for the year 2000 are needed
in the spring of 1998.

Over the past several years the OMB coordinated an interagency task force to
study Directive 15, and a good deal of relevant research has emerged, especially
from the Census Bureau, on the implications of alternative procedures. In early
July of this year the task force issued its recommendations, and the OMB will
rule on the issues after considering responses to the report. Congress could in-
tervene in the process; hearings were held in 1993 and this past May, more are
scheduled, and there is a bill in committee. Finally, the president has declared a
year of discussion on race, stressing the changing racial composition of the coun-
try. How to classify the mixed-race child is only one of several issues in the review
of OMB Directive 15. In many ways, however, it is the most important; all the
others look different after one thinks through the multiracial issue.

Interest groups have lined up on two sides to debate the classification of the
mixed-race person.1 On one side are organizations claiming to represent the Amer-
ican multiracial population; among them are parents in mixed marriages who are
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